Espionage Basics: How to Infiltrate and Escape Dangerous Environments

Many have wished or dreamed about the
possibility of doing espionage; movies
surely stimulate such desire. The problem,
however, comes from the understanding of
its difficulties and the lack of skills,
especially when watching those same
movies. On the other hand, movies tend to
be misleading about the truth and the facts
in the world of espionage. Inner tension
and need come when we notice how unfair
and betraying our world is, when we notice
that our friends, lovers, relatives,
co-workers, boss, are not as honest as they
should be but dont know what to do about
it. It is therefore with the best of intentions
that this book was produced, showing to
the average person how to do espionage
even in the most dangerous environments.
This book reveals the secrets of basic
espionage, describing the influence of
emotions in the mind and how the process
of thinking affects decisions in the real
world. The knowledge presented here suits
the brave individuals that arent afraid to
record a liar and a criminal, while
acknowledging its dangers. Not doing
anything about an evil world is what evil
wants the most in order to prevail; the truth
can set us free! Here, youll find some of
the most significant principles on how to
infiltrate a group and expose truth, while
escaping alive and unharmed. This is not a
book dedicated to advanced espionage but
to the common citizen and it compiles
proven tactics.
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